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Ian Pommerenke-Steel

Marketing is an essential ingredient of any business plan whether it is a private or
voluntary venture. Basically in relation to the mandolin, banjo or guitar, you want pupils
either for private tuition or for courses; you are therefore selling something, and it's
difficult to do that without some form of marketing.
Fact - For example, if you take a look at the "mandolin cafe" web site you will see
many adverts from experienced mandolin tutors
-all appealing for students! (advertising on the web is part of their marketing strategy)
It is important that you or your organization has a well-thought-out marketing strategy.
The extent of that strategy or plan might depend on whether you want to teach as a
hobby, a business, because you enjoy it, to supplement your income or a combination of
all these things.
You might want to consider the following elements in relation to your Marketing Plan:

Objectives and Targets
Objectives - What you want to achieve Targets -What you want to achieve within a
given timescale (and if we want to be really academic "and in measurable terms so you
can monitor success”.
The four Ps: Product, Place, Promotion and Price
Product: Know exactly what it is you want to offer (individual lessons, group, kids,
adults, only teach a particular style, only beginners, only existing players etc).
Place: Where will it happen? At your home, in a centre, will you visit schools, clubs?
Promotion: Publicity, advertising in appropriate places and using effective methods.
Price: How much will you charge, do you need to take account of room hire, your
travelling expenses, will someone pay you to run a course etc.
These are some of the basic things that you will probably consider. Assuming that you
have the ability to do what you want to do and that you have taken the “four Ps” into
account, it could be that you are "ready to roll" --except maybe for one thing --Demand.
Is there a demand for what you offer? And if there's not, can you Create a Demand?

How popular is the Mandolin? In our experience it is or has become more
popular. The organizers of the Celtic Connections Festival believe that in terms
of interest it is the fastest-growing instrument it Scotland (during the 2003 festival
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90 people attended the workshops of Da Capo Alba, double that of any other workshop).
Most of the instrument builders they have visited struggle to keep up with demand.

Promotion - Creating Demand
There's a term used in Marketing called AIDA - an acronym for Attention, Interest,
Desire and Action.
Attention - Attracting the interest of your target group (potential students)
Interest - Creating or stimulating interest (in the mandolin, banjo or guitar)
Desire - Creating a desire for people to want to take lessons either as beginners or to
improve their existing skills.
Action - Prompting your target group to take positive action -ie taking lessons, joining a
class.
All sounds very grand eh! But how can you do it? Our experience is that you've basically
got to "get out there" and do things to attract attention. What you can do will obviously
depend on whether you are on your own or part of a larger group. Here are some ideas:
Run a Come and Try workshop
Play in your local shopping centre and advertise
Visit schools, youth clubs, scout troops, cub packs, brownies, guides etc
Daytime tuition? Retired people, unemployed people advertise in job
centers, churches.
Contact folk clubs - lots of potential musicians there! Music societies, arts
centres
Folk and other music festivals - offer to run come and try sessions or even
sessions for existing players.
Advertise, Advertise, and Advertise!
Speak to local council arts and education officers, speak to individual
school Heads -they might deny it but they have budgets!
The list of things you can do is really endless and those examples given include some of
the marketing and promotional techniques we have tried. Some have worked and some
haven’t but at the end of the day they have all been good fun (hard work, but good fun).
This section could go on and on but the primary purpose is simply to make you think and
to give you a few ideas. The following pages cover in a bit more detail, some of the steps
that the LGMA have taken over the past few years to increase our numbers of mandolin
students and indeed the membership of our orchestra and association as a whole.
We would not presume to say that ours is a perfect model, but our marketing strategy
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has worked for us, and allowed us to achieve our current objectives. (The planning
process continues.) We of course have the advantage of being an association and
therefore have many outlets and people we can call upon for assistance.

Come and Try Workshops
Come and Try workshops are, in our experience, very effective ways of getting pupils
and even recruiting enough people to start a regular course. It is reasonable to assume
that someone who takes part in a Come and Try session is interested or at least curious.
Once again it is essential that you follow a planning process for organising a Come and
Try workshop. Remember that it is essential that you have sufficient mandolins to lend
out – you can't expect people attending a Come and Try to have their own instrument
(although some might).
The usual ingredients of a Come and Try workshop have to be considered:
Target Group - Adults or young people, or both?
How Many - How many people can you cater for?
Content of Session - Remember it's only a Come and Try, so keep it simple and
enjoyable. Try to make sure that by the end of the session the group can play/sing
something together. They will feel they have achieved something – they have - and so
have you.
Where, when and cost -Try to find a suitable location and a suitable time and keep the
cost affordable. You might even consider it for free if you can persuade someone to give
you premises for nothing.
Advertising - As always this is very important; you need plenty of it and to the right
places.
Follow up - Hopefully if you are running the Come and Try as a means of recruiting
people for a course, you will already have completed most of the planning process for
starting the course. (See p6)
If you have made course preparations, then we suggest you give out the course
flyer/advertising at the end of the Come and Try session (example p5).
You can say something like: "We hope you enjoyed this Come and Try workshop.
You've all done very well and it's clear we have some budding musicians in the group.
We're starting a new course for mandolin beginners on…… Don't worry if you don’t have
a mandolin, we can get you one" etc. Then give out the flyer to each person.
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Mailing List -Whether or not people indicate that they are interested try to get them to
complete a mailing list form so you can notify them of events etc. (It makes them feel
you are interested in them -which you are). It's our experience that individual mailing
slips are more effective than a mailing list, as people can’t be bothered waiting in a
queue to fill out their details.

An Example of a course handout
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Children's/Young People’s Courses
Rather than trying to suggest how to go about setting up tuition courses for young
people, it is probably of more benefit to give an outline of the planning, process, events
and timescale which led to the formation of the existing courses of the Lanarkshire
Guitar and Mandolin Association (LGMA).
The example given involves "partnership" working between the LGMA, schools and their
local arts centre. (The local arts centre runs a variety of courses for all age groups pottery, painting, fiddle, tin whistle, guitar, photography etc.)
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Promoting an Instrument through School Visits
The Lanarkshire Guitar and Mandolin Association have visited over 500 children in four
different schools, and therefore have a great deal of experience in promoting the
mandolin with schoolchildren. Their mandolin demonstrations are given to classes of up
to 30 children at a time. They now run three mandolin/guitar courses with 25 children.
Here are some of their guidelines:
Aims of the project
To raise the awareness about the mandolin and its possibilities
To encourage children (10 years old and up) to learn to play the mandolin
Preparation
Find schools that are close to the venue of the courses
Establish contact with teachers and book time slots for the demonstration. Aim to
visit at least two classrooms, for about 45 minutes each.
Required Materials
An information sheet for pupils, parents and teachers
Mandolins (at least 10)
Music of different styles to demonstrate the instrument’s versatility
The Demonstration Itself:
1

Start out by introducing yourself and explaining of the aims of the demonstration
("To introduce the young people to the mandolin").
Note: It is advisable to have at least one other person along to help you.
2 Play a piece of music (Blues or Folk).
3 Ask the pupils what they already know about the mandolin and let them answer.
4 Give out mandolins asking the pupils to describe the different parts.
5 Discuss the features of the mandolin.
6 Play another piece.
7 Sing and "accompany" a song that they know and can play on open strings, such
as “Frere a Jaques”.
8 Give out information sheets, about available courses etc.
9 Quiz: Play two contrasting pieces, tell the pupils the title of the pieces and ask
them try to identify which piece is which (ex. Marlo Strauss’ "Spanish Dance" and
"Raindrops")
10 Thanks and Goodbye
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Sample information sheet
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Adult Classes -- An example of how to get started
The following is a brief outline of how the Lanarkshire Guitar and Mandolin Association
began its current group of adult mandolin classes. The example gives an outline of the
planning, process, events and timescale which led to the formation of our classes.
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